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INTRODUCTION 
 

C4: Participation: Strategic Common Vision 
 
 C4 Ph1- Establishment of community participation process 

 C4 Ph2- Selection and analysis of the Success Cases 

 C4 Ph3- Construction of a Transnational Strategic Common Vision 
 

 
C4 is the Participation Component in Medstrategy Project. It concerns community 

consultation and participation process, review of success cases and definition of a common 

vision.  

 

The present report offers contents concerning phase 2 of C4, that is the results of the selection 

and analysis of success cases on sustainable local development policies under a governance 

approach. 

 

The compilation and study of cases selected implies mainly evaluation of success/failure 

factors. 

 

Forums to be celebrated in each partner territory will be a suitable place for the analysis of 

experiences held in similar rural contexts in Mediterranean area which have been able to bring 

forward integrated and sustainable local development. Case Studies selected are raw material 

for discussion on the methods to face interventions in territories under sustainability and 

governance approaches. 

 

The comparison of the paths and results got allows to pick out strategies, tools and actions 

which have determined the success of these experiences. The difficulties faced and the 

solutions adopted can represent concrete examples to refer to.  
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The product to be delivered out of this phase is this very Report on Success Cases, containing 

several cases selected under the approval of the Experts Board as well as a comparative 

analysis and a set of result evaluation indicators., 

 

To sum up, the main key aspects for the stage of selection and analysis of Success Case 

Studies are the following: 
 

 The concern of “Case Studies” selected has to be devoted to territorial and institutional 

contexts but the main aspect  to be focused is new governance experiences undergone 

by local actors networks dealing with social, economic and environmental issues in 

the sustainable development perspective. 
 

 Selected Cases are intended to be useful for “key fields of intervention” in our 

Medstrategy territories. 
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1. GUIDELINES FOR SELECTION OF CASE STUDIES 
 
In order to ensure all the partners in the project as well as the members of the Expert´s Board 

clearly understand what type of cases have to be searched for and analysed at this stage of the 

project some specific instructions were written down on the part of Lead Partner and sent to 

members of the Expert´s Board for them to transmit this information to partners in their 

country. 

 

The objective was not only to carry out a selection of good practices in the field of sustainable 

local development but to find experiences that, apart from observing this premise to be an 

example of governance, being this issue the truly central aspect to be analysed in the revision 

of cases.  This is the reason why the compilation is not massive because it is not common to 

find real governance cases working appropriately.  

 

In this context it was necessary to make some concepts clearer for partners to understand the 

real interest of the cases they had to search for and select with the help of the Experts Board 

in the project.  

 

Main key aspects to bear in mind were the following: 

 

 

1.1. Conceptual frame 
 

What Case Studies are in the MedStrategy work context 
 

“Case Studies” can be rules, procedures, methodologies or comprehensive experiences. 

Selected “Case Studies” on the part of partners and Expert´s Board are intended to be useful 

for “key fields of intervention” in our MedStrategy territories because they are supposed to be 

new governance experiences undergone by authorities/ institutions networks or local 

communities dealing with social, economic and environmental issues in the sustainability 

development perspective. 
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But for the analysis we intend to do a good Case Study does not have to be chosen paying the 

higher attention to the topic (tourism, energy, farming, agriculture) but with regard to issues 

related to governance and sustainable development. 

 

Showing the governance side of the practice (if it exists) implies analysing the way authorities 

acted, target groups in the local community acted, how stakeholders got involved, which 

groups had which difficulties, how they overcame them and results achieved. 

 

Another key aspect to be observed is that Case Studies must be experiences already 

completed whose results hopefully can be measured by indicators (if possible). 

 

Good case studies are experiences that could be extrapolated to our territories involved in the 

project.  Experiences selected must also have the potential to be easily regarded as 

experiences we could transfer to our territory. 

 

It is important to remark that activities or plans by law ascribed to local authorities are not 

usually case studies, as long as they are the logical development of a law. Those experiences 

may become eventually a case study if there are innovative aspects to be developed which 

may regard governance and participation. Programmes or actions that simply are the 

enforcement of a law are not case studies in this context even though they can be interesting 

good practices. 

 

To sum up, to remark once again that it is governance aspects of cases selected that becomes 

raw material to be used in the forums to be celebrated in C4.  

 

What we are looking for in this stage is useful information on how carrying out key 

interventions on our territories under governance and sustainability criteria and cases selected 

might be useful to find clues. Some interesting conclusions on success factors for local 

development interventions are supposed to arise out of the analysis of cases selected as well 

as specific measurable indicators for success. This is main aim of the present report. 
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1.2. Formal structure for representation of Case Studies 
 

An important matter is the way of presenting Case Studies; as long as their main aim is to act 

as an example for people in forum about how to carry out interventions under a governance 

approach, their presentation must be easy and understandable by the people in the forum.  

 

A common structure able to show main data and to emphasize governance aspects of the 

cases had to be designed; it had to be a simple structure easily understandable by the future 

audiences. The introduction of photographs and graphs was also a key aspect in order to 

“transmit” the “atmosphere” of the case. 

 

Suitable Case Studies in the frame described may contain both /either methodological and/or 

substantive issues.  

1. Methodological issues are referred to all the procedures/rules/ways to deal with 

governance. 

 2. Substantive issues regards more the area in which we are interested in the sense that we 

can get hints directly applicable to our territories. 

Finally these issues could also be distinguished into main features and secondary ones. 
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Notes 

1. Target Area: Country / Region / Province / Municipality / County / Neighbourhood 

2. Promotion: who promoted the study/action? i.e. the local authority or a local development 

agency or an enterprises association or the chamber of commerce, etc. 

3. Management: who managed the study/action? The management may be (or may not be) 

carried out by the promoter. 

4. Topic (i.e. economic development, energy sector, tourism, etc.); main aim (to 

promote/support economic development, to reduce energy costs for local enterprises, to 

improve local services/facilities); period (when the case study was carried out); duration 

(how long the initiative lasted); target group (i.e. the initiative was addressed to local 

enterprises, citizens, local authorities etc.); actors involved (all actors involved in the 

implementation of the case study, i.e. banks, chamber of commerce, professional 

associations, environmental associations, state administration etc.). The presentation has to 

contain picture and data in order the audiences in the forum to “feel” the atmosphere of the 

case study.  

5. Description of the way different actors got involved, the procedure of the case study, the 

role of institutions or the associations, strategies followed to involve reluctant actors in the 

process, etc. 

6. Description of the results according to the aim of the project: it is preferable to focus on 

case studies which provide indicators or statistics. 

7. Singular aspects/features are selected from previous items and shown in a synthetic way.   
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2. CASE STUDIES SELECTED 
 
In March 2011 the process of identification, selection and analysis of case studies started, 

as was scheduled in the project. 

 

All partners in the project were supposed to collaborate in the search of cases fulfilling the 

“characteristics” already described in the guidelines. They would send potential cases to 

the Experts Board for the experts to assess the suitability of cases proposed. 

 

During transnational meeting held in Crete in June 2011 experts exposed some of the 

cases collected up to that moment and an opened debate took place in order to check the 

suitability of these first cases proposed. 

 

However good practices many of them were not truly governance case studies but good 

practices on local development. Some of the cases taken to the meeting were saved as 

suitable case studies, others were considered having the potential to be case studies if the 

governance side of the experience was more deeply explored and others were discarded. 

 

The search and selection continued putting the emphasis on the governance issues to be 

identified. 

 

Finally case studies shown in the following pages were chosen as suitable material for 

identification of success elements under the terms described. They explore the governance 

aspect of the experience, represent experiences that can be transferred to our Medstrategy 

rural territories and can easily be understood and act as an example for audiences in the 

forum. 

 

All case studies reported in the following pages focus on experiences related to new 

governance suggestions- in different fields of activity (basic services in rural areas, 

cultural activities, access to information, etc) with the exception of case study 2.5 “Energy 
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savings from intelligent metering and behavioral change of the citizens (Amaroussion, 

Greece)” which however does not treats sufficiently the issue of governance nevertheless 

presents some features relevant as long as describes how the involvement of the 

population – appropiately carried out- was the only mechanism for the success of new 

environmental approaches at local level, achieving the experience notable results in 

energy saving at  community level. The topic is in this case closely related to the 

necessary involvemnet of population to achieve results (energy saving at domestic level 

and consequent general saving) so however the lack of a pure governance side the 

experience has been included in the catalogue. 

 

After the exposition of the five cases a comparative analysis is offered. Let´s revise the 

cases first: 
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2.1. “Rural Multiservice Network” formula (Aragón, Spain) 
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Case study:  “RURAL MULTISERVICE NETWORK” FORMULA (Aragón) 
A governance experience to guarantee and consolidate the subsistence of basic 
services in rural areas. 
 
 

Fig. 1 Territory where the experience has been developed.  

  

  

 

 
Aragón: geographical area in Spain where the formula 
has been proved. 50 Rural Multiservices are being run in 
Aragón nowadays. The firts opened in 1.999. The last one 
was opened last July. 

 

Population of region of Aragón: 1.345.419 inhabitants.  
Population of capital city, Zaragoza: 700.705 inhabitants 
(more than half the population of region). 
Nº of municipalities: 740. 
53% of municipalities are under 250 inhabitants. This 
“critical mass” per village makes economic initiatives 
highly complicated and unfeasible.  

 
Fig. 2 Brief history and photographs of  some “Rural Multiservices” structures in Aragón. 
 

 

Context: the 1990s; strong changes in the consumption habits and in the typologies of shops and stores preferred by the 
consumers;  aging of the population;  severe depopulation of rural areas; the fiscal and legal contexts in force are not 
flexible enough for shops and businesses in general in rural contexts to be treated in a more flexible way, in order to 
ensure their survival. Under the circumstances described and specially in a fragile territorial context as Aragón, many of 
the rural businesses that provided population with basic products and services had to close definitely.  As long as the 
demographic situation has gone on worsening- in general terms- during the last decade, the lack of new activities in 
rural villages has become a huge problem in order to provide population with basic products and services. An important 
percentage of Aragón rural population have been travelling for years an average of 25 km to buy basic products or 
services. MSR formula has been proved a success case – described in detail in the following pages- possible if and only if 
certain circumstances can be assured: among others, positive attitude on the part of many territorial groups involved 
and the assumption of a new system of collaboration to make possible the existence of these structures.  
 

 
 

 

First MSR experience. Blancas, 1.999. 
 

MSR “La Ontina”. Abejuela. 2002
 

MSR El Horno. Mirambel. 2004. 
 

There are 50 MSRs opened today in Aragón. 
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Fig. 3.  Different moments/aspects in the process of creation of the Rural Multiservice 
network (1.999- 2011) 
 

 

 

 

A specific public-private partnership agreement 
involving different levels and types of entities is 
the previous step for the “take off” of each new 
MSR. This image is necessarily seen each time a 
new MSR experience takes off. 

 

Each MSR offers population and visitors a different range of 
products and services: the mix is designed for each particular 
context. The visual identity elements are shared by all MSRs. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

The last MSR opened was inaugurated last 
27th July in a small village called Jaulín (293 
inhabitants). It is MSR number 50 in Aragón 
and it aims at offering its products and 
services to this village, to surrounding villages 
and also to potential visitors. 55 m2, it is 
placed in the former house of the teacher, 
which has been restored. The upper plant has 
been renovated to become an exhibition 
space. This MRS will be managed by one of 
the inhabitants of the village, trained for that 
purpose by the Chamber of Industry and 
Commerce.

 

 

 

MSRs are businesses- they all work under profitability conditions- 
that highly contribute to fight against the total shortage of 
supplies many rural villages in Aragón are suffering from a long 
time ago.  In this context any totally private initiative to create a 
“shop/bar/services centre” is unfeasible, both for the lack of 
critical mass in terms of population and the lack of legal flexibility 
to create this “mixture” of activities together under a legal 
frame. 
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1. CASE STUDY: RURAL MULTISERVICE FORMULA 

GEOGRAPHICAL 
LOCATION 

Region of Aragón, Spain. 

WEB/ CONTACT 
DETAILS 

 

http://www.multiserviciorural.com 
 

TARGET AREA 
50 small municipalities under 250 inhabitants each, in Aragón. Each MSR provides 
basic products and services for villages where they are placed but also for many 
neighbouring villages. 

PROMOTER  
The Chambers of Industry and Commerce of Teruel, Zaragoza and Huesca. 
It was the Chamber of Teruel that “invented” and tested first the experience. 

MANAGEMENT  
The Chambers of Industry and Commerce of Teruel, Zaragoza and Huesca, in close 
collaboration with the other political levels in the territory and the local councils and 
entrepreneurs involved. 

COSTS 

The experience is being developed since 1.999. In the last 5 years the experience of 
creation of MSRs has implied an investment of 1, 3 million € in the concepts of repairs 
and works in public buildings provided by the local councils to become the MSRs plus 
feasibility studies and common equipment for the MSRs.  
In the “additional information” space some specific cases are described in order to 
assess the average cost of each MRS: however there are 50 today the cost for each 
experience has varied as well as the weight of the different contributions on the part 
of each entity/entrepreneur involved. 

FUNDING 
RESOURCES 

 

Region (Department of Industry and Commerce) + 
Provincial Governments of Huesca/ Zaragoza/ Teruel + 
Comarcas + 
Chambers of Commerce of Huesca/ Zaragoza/ Teruel + 
Councils of rural villages involved + 
Local entrepreneurs who will manage the MSR 

DESCRIPTION 

Topic Shared creation and management of Rural Multiservice structures (MSR)  

Aim Returning of basic shops and services to the rural territories by means of assuming a 
new governance/attitude making these initiatives feasible. 

Duration 12 years (1.999-2011). On-going experience yet. Increasing support and resources on 
the part of different institutions and groups involved due to mainly positive results. 

Target group Villages with an absolute lack of basic commercial activity and potentiality to be a 
central location for providing basic products and services to neighbouring villages and 
potential tourists as well. 

Actors involved 50 Municipalities under 250 inhabitants (out of the 740 municipalities existing in 
Aragón), their corresponding councils, an entrepreneur (local or foreign), the 
corresponding Chamber of Industry and Commerce and all political levels with 
competences on the territory. 
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ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE GOOD PRACTICE  
 
 

By 1.999 the lack of feasibility of many rural subsistence shops in the province of Teruel (with areas 
where the population density is under 5 inhabitants/km) was evidence. The evolution was fatal.  
In this context the Chamber of Industry and Commerce of Teruel conceived the formula “MSR” to try a 
solution to this serious menace to the stability of the territory and the remaining population. Twelve 
years later it can be said that the experience has reached an important level of maturity and success.  
 
The formula MSR conceived required a positive attitude and high level of compromise on the part of 
different institutions and actors involved, as well as a strong collaborative effort and the assumption of 
shared technical and financial responsibilities. Otherwise there is no viability for the Rural Multiservices 
initiative. The Chamber of Teruel not only “invented” a feasible “formula”, they also began an 
important labour to involve deeply the rest of necessary agents to make the experience possible.  
 
The “MSR formula” consists of making an analysis of local necessities - specific consumption of products 
and services- taking into account the different sub-groups of potential addressees: old people, younger 
people, tourists, weekend visitors, specific groups from neighbouring villages, etc. The experience has 
proved that in general terms the mix of the following products and services produces a turnover able to 
make the activity feasible: 
- 1. Shop: basic products (between 100/200 different references): special attention is paid to local 

products elaborated by local artisans, fresh food, bread and cookies; on-line commerce thanks to 
agreements signed with regional distributors. 

- 2. Telecommunication services: telephone, Internet and post office services. 
- 3. Touristic services: vending area, bar, restaurant, shelf for promotion of local products, “i” for 

touristic information (maps, souvenirs), books, rural inn (beds), leisure activities. 
- 4. Municipal services: social space for meeting of neighbours/visitors, small library, first–aid kit.         
One of the key aspects observed when defining the mix of activities for each specific MSR is the lack of 
concurrence with already existing activities in the village, unless synergies could be created. 
 

The steps designed by the Chamber of Industry and Commerce to make MSRs possible and feasible are 
the following:  

1. Councils interested on having a MSR in their village have to contact the Chamber and provide the 
public building to develop the activity as well as to carry out the necessary works for the 
renovation of the space to become a MSR. Councils involved ask later the corresponding 
“Comarcas”, Provincial Governments and Regional Government of Aragón for co-financing of this 
cost, through the different grants they launch yearly. It is estimated about a 70% of these costs can 
be co-financed by the existing funding grants. The remaining 30% has to be financed by the council 
itself. It implies a will of the council for ensuring basic supply in the territory together with new 
jobs and local development: the figure of major is crucial. 

2. The Chamber of Industry and Commerce already has carried out internal feasibility studies to 
determine the best potential locations for MSR, observing geographical position, potential of 
attraction of visitors, critical mass of population that benefits from the MSR, etc. But there is no 
project without the will of the council and the observing of the agreement, however the location 
might be ideal. 

3. An entrepreneur is selected by Chamber and Council among those people interested in becoming 
the manager of the MSR. He/She could be a neighbour of the village (or neighbouring villages) or a 
foreigner attracted by the possibility of this job. The person selected is trained by the Chamber 
and also receives during several years technical assistance on their part for the running of the 
business. The entrepreneur has to assume the investment corresponding to daily working materials 
and also deliver a deposit of 6.000 € in favour of Council and Chamber, as a guarantee of 
permanence and appropriate management for a determinate period of time (a contract is signed 
among the council, the chamber, the different political levels co-financing and the entrepreneur). 
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RESULTS OBTAINED 
 

- The success of the formula – recognised today by all civil organisations and political parties in 
the region- is devoted to the progressive acceptance of a shared way of working and use of the 
resources in a coordinated way.  

- The sharing of organizational aspects – the use of the same formula for the creation of all the 
MSRs, the use of a common visual identity and channels of promotion for all the different MSRs, 
the shared training of different managers for the different MSRs, the technical assistance to all 
the managers on the part of the same team, etc…- implies huge economies of scale.  

- MSR number 1 was inaugurated in 1.999 in a small village called Blancas as a pilot experience in 
an early step of development; MSR number 50 was inaugurated in a small village of the province 
of Zaragoza last 27th July 2011. 

- All MSRs opened now go beyond the minimum level of profitability and ensure minimum enough 
incomes to people managing them. They are all being run in villages where shops and bars had 
completely disappeared. 

- The necessities regarding basic products and services of a big percentage of rural population in 
Aragón are being met today. 

- Services for visitors and tourists are improved or even possible now. 
- The inhabitants know of the project from the very beginning. We are in front of really small 

villages with few opportunities for survival or for the creation of totally private feasible 
economic initiatives. The participation of the neighbours in the process and their future 
identification with the MSR structure is a key aspect in the success of the experience, apart 
from the real necessities met. 

- At least one new job has been created for each MSR opened (manager); simultaneously the local 
artisans have a space to sell their products (through the shop and the meals offered in 
bar).MSRs have promoted a certain degree of economic activity in the territory. The insertion of 
women in MSRs posts is remarkable. 

- MSRs have - however their similarities- developed each their own peculiarities: some have 
specialised their restaurant on vegetarian food, what attracts people from the whole region; 
other offers exotic foods from worldwide; another offers a wide range of ecological local 
products- bread, cheeses, pâté, roe deer, cold meat of wild boar, yogurts, etc. - another one 
has specialised on organising local products tastings, etc.  

- The formula MSR has become in these last twelve years a revulsive in extreme rural areas in 
Aragón because has implied the return of basic activities to the villages, improving the quality 
of life of rural population as well as preserving the survival of the villages. 

- The experience has been useful to support innovation in the domestic trade sector (very 
traditional in rural areas), introducing new formulas and ways of management. 

- MSRs began as a pilot experience but now, years later, the Government of Aragon has 
recognised the good working of all the institutions that “invented” and tried this formula on 
their own initiative and showed it is possible this experience to work and grow.  Now, July 2011, 
the Government of Aragón has formally recognised as one of their future challenges the 
consolidation of the MSRs network in the territory.  

- After twelve years, MSR is a “trademark” in Aragón closely associated to an innovative 
entrepreneurial behaviour and to rural life. 
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SINGULARITY DETECTED 
 

- MSRs are real businesses appropriately oriented thanks to previous feasibility studies and the 
continuous support provided by the expert staff of the Chambers of Industry and Commerce.  

- It is the only formula proved feasible to maintain shops/bars in extremely fragile rural areas. 
- It helps to fight depopulation but also revitalises the rural areas with new activities and leisure 

activities that have proved to be highly useful to attract visitors. 
- The level of cooperation existing in this experience is highly remarkable: it is in fact the key 

aspect for making the experience possible and feasible. 
 

 
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 

It will be interesting for readers of this case study to know the costs some specific MSRs have implied. 
Consequently we briefly show this information in the following lines.  
 

The last MSR opened was inaugurated last 27th July 2011. The major contacted the Chamber of 
Commerce and offered the house historically inhabited by the teacher in the village to become the MSR. 
The costs for the works in this space, plus the cost of the necessary equipment, have implied an 
investment of 90.000 €.  The government of the region of Aragón has contributed in this case with 
70.000 € to the initiative; the corresponding provincial government of Zaragoza has provided 13.000 € 
and the Chamber of Industry and Commerce has provided another 6.000 €, apart from the technical 
assistance and training of the entrepreneur. 
This MSR (in the village of Jaulin) will be managed by a neighbor of the village and will be opened in the 
morning and the afternoon as well; the mix of services and products is fully adapted (thanks to the 
technical help of the Chamber) to the necessities of the 200 inhabitants of Jaulin and all the 
neighboring villages. The fact that during the weekend and holidays the population of Jaulin and 
neighboring villages increases a lot has been taken into account in the design of the commercial mix for 
this MSR. 
 
The MSR of Mainar opened in 2010; these MSR was developed inside the already existing building hosting 
the hostel. There was however no shop in the village or surrounding villages. In this case, due to 
specific circumstances, the total cost of the project was 14.000 €, quite lower. It was 6 years ago that 
shops had closed in Mainar and surrounding villages. 
 
Gallocanta MSR also opened in 2010. In this case the MSR has been placed in the ground floor of the city 
hall. The total cost has been of 30.000 €.  
 
It is important to remark that however prices for basic products and services offered in the MSR are 
competitive it is not expected a high profitability out of the MSR but a small salary, not high incomes. 
However, as has been remarked before, absolutely all MSRs working are profitable (low profitability but 
profitable). 
 
From 1.999 to 2003 the first experiences take place. From 2003 onwards the experience consolidates 
thanks to the increasing assumption of the collaboration and the creation of channels to make the 
process more formal and standard, with a formal involvement on the part of the three levels of 
government (region/ province/comarcas), the Chambers of Industry and Commerce of Huesca, Zaragoza 
and Teruel and the deep involvement of councils interested on promoting a MSR in their village. 
 

In the last 5 years (data available) institutions involved have invested 1.374.000 € in the creation and 
promotion of MSRs in the rural areas of Aragón. To this amount we have to add the technical and 
financial resources the Chamber of Commerce has provided for training and assistance to entrepreneurs 
and for the furnishing, visual elements and promotion for the MSRs. 
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The “critical points” of the experience would be the following: however the investments the local 
councils have to carry out are later refunded at a certain extent (around a 70%) by grants for MSR given 
by different institutional levels, it is however sometimes difficult for so small councils to face 
investments required. 
In some cases it has also been reported that, however all the MSR are profitable, a part of local 
inhabitants have local MSRs as “shops to buy what they forgot to buy in the hypermarket”. It is not a 
common situation but some cases have been reported of limited use by part of the inhabitants, as long 
as, obviously, prices in the hypermarket placed within 30-40 km are more competitive. It is interesting 
go on finding new ways to make prices in MSRs more competitive and to make population conscious- in 
those cases it might be necessary- of the importance of supporting their local MSRs at a certain extent. 
 
On the other hand 99% of the opinions collected during the years confirm that MSR formula is being an 
absolutely positive and fully strategic experience consolidated today. 
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2.2. Val di Cornia: a new experience of cultural and touristic 
services (Tuscany region, Italy) 
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VAL di CORNIA: A NEW   EXPERIENCE   OF CULTURAL 
AND TOURISTIC SERVICES 
 
 (Val di Cornia: 5 municipalities in the Province of Livorno, Tuscany 
Region) 
 
Fig. 1 Val di Cornia  
 

 
 
Fig. 2 Tuscany 
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2 CASE STUDY: VAL DI CORNIA:A NEW EXPERIENCE OF CULTURAL AND TOURISTIC SERVICES 

SUMMARY 

 Substantial issues Methodological issues 

Main Features The Parchi Val di Cornia Public Company 
(ValC) manages several and differing 
economic and cultural activities in a large 
area. ValC autonomously puts together   
archaeological and naturalistic parks, 
museums and cultural centres.  

Centralized organization model with a rather 
rigid subdivision of tasks (see Organization 
chart below). A new governance model to 
accommodate several differing tasks in a 
rather large area.  
 

Secondary 
Features 

Innovation in the management on the cultural 
and environmental heritage; environment reclaim 
and restore taking advantage from the rich 
historical heritage and from the beautiful 
naturalistic areas after an environmental reclaim 
and restoration. 

The ValC has a very interesting step-by-step 
organization model (see Chronology below). 
The ValC builts a network among the 
municipalities and their territories (see 
Organization chart below), which any single 
municipality would not have been able to 
afford and to organize. Moreover the ValC is 
able to collect and mange such varieties of 
cultural and touristic proposals in a way that 
municipalities were not able to carry out.   

GEOGRAPHICAL 
LOCATION 

TUSCANY MIDDLE ITALY 

WEB/ CONTACT 
DETAILS 

http://www.parchivaldicornia.it/parco.php?codex=park-gen  

TARGET AREA  
5 municipalities in Tuscany (Piombino, 34963 pop, San Vincenzo, 6528 pop; Campiglia Marittima 
13072 pop; Suvereto 3077 pop and Sassetta, pop 567 ) A detailed description of the area is 
reported in the web page. http://www.parchivaldicornia.it/parco.php?codex=terr-gen 

PROMOTER  The municipalities, private companies, and private associations  

MANAGEMENT  

The ValC is a limited liability company (Societa’ per Azione) between private companies and 
public institutions. 
The Company ValC is composed of the General Management, the Parks and Archaeological 
Museum Division and the Natural Parks Division. 

The General Management includes: Administrative and financial services; Technical services; 
Promotion and Marketing services; Human resources services. 

The Parks and Archaeological Museum Division includes: the Archaeological Park of Baratti 
and Populonia; the Archaeological Museum of the Territory of Populonia; the Archaeological 
Mines Park of San Silvestro; the Documentation Centre of Villa Lanzi. 

The Natural Parks Division includes: the coastal Park of Sterpaia; the Rimigliano coastal Park; 
the Montioni Natural Park; the Poggio Neri Forest Park. 

COSTS The ValC is now in debit. They are thinking on new administrative form as Foundations, non-
profit , etc.  

FUNDING 
RESOURCES 

Region, Municipalities, Government, EU. Special Government Funds for industrial 
reconversion 
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DESCRIPTION 

Topic Building a Public Company to manage several cultural and touristic activities.  

Aim The general aim is the enhancement, the renovation, and the requalification of the Val di 
Cornia area. 
The creation of the ValC aims at enhancing the archaeological and naturalistic resources 
through: 1. the study of the complexity of the territory (iron mines, marine parks, 
archaeology, naturalistic parks, and museums); 2. The centralized management of these 
activities to be more efficient and to save money; 3. The increase of the tourism enhancing 
arts, history, and the culture (including traditions, crafts, and food) of the territory; 4. The 
promotion of research programs and cultural initiatives.   
To create a new experience of governance which can manage several and differing activities 
in a territory (with 5 municipalities) whose contents are similar. This public company has to 
start-up and to manage activities that the single municipalities are not able to deal with.  

Data Data on tourism increase is in section (6) 

Duration 16 years (1993 2010) 

Target group Family, cultural, and school (with special labs and visits) tourism  

Actors 
involved 

5 Municipalities, private companies, and associations 

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE GOOD PRACTICE 

INTRODUCTION: The ValC was established on 18 July 1993 as an initiative of the 5 Municipalities and of private 
partners, in accordance with article 22 of law no.142/1990 (Legislative Decree no. 267/2000) as a public and 
private company, funded prevalently by public capital. Today the ValC is a public company (PC). The 
construction of this PC is based on: the Statute; the Convention among municipalities for the start-up and 
unitary management of the facilities of the Parks system; the Articles of partnership 
(http://www.parchivaldicornia.it/parco.php?codex=soct-prf) 
 
MISSION: The company was set up in order to construct the system of the parks of the Val di Cornia, where the 
natural protected areas, archaeological areas and the cultural property of the 5 Municipalities subject to the 
protection regime from the coordinated regulatory plans of the same municipalities. The duties of the 
Company are: to plan and complete the projects for the development of the cultural and environmental 
resources; to manage in an integrated way the facilities for public use. 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE ValC. Several steps starting in ‘70s which led to the construction of the ValC as a 
public company (see Chronology below).  

RESULTS OBTAINED  

In 2006 the tourism increases of 16% with respect to the previous year and the number of day of stay has 
increased too. The tourism out of season has increased too, in coincidence with traditional events. The most 
important result is that the tourism is not only the beach tourism. 
 
Further results are:  Studies for the development of the cultural/environmental resources of the Parks 
Participation in international collaboration projects, in experience transfer projects, in educational and 
vocational training projects, Implementation of cultural research and development programmes on the 
territory. 
(http://www.parchivaldicornia.it/pvcuser/parco/wp-content/uploads/2007/02/studi-per-la-valorizzazione-
delle-risorse-culturali_ambientali-dei-parchi.pdf)  
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SINGULARITY DETECTED  

 They just found out 4 keywords: nature, archaeology, mines and museums. 
 Organization of several kinds of parks, itineraries, museums, visits. 
 The ValC “works” as a management institution, in which both public and private actors are involved. 

It is very important the definition of the “political task” given to the ValC.  
 Both competences and institutional, management, and operative maturity have been crucial for the 

success of the program, 
 Communication policy 
 Time, this sort of project needs a lot of time: ValC took 14 years to get the interesting results 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

FURTHER INFO : HTTP://WWW.PARCHIVALDICORNIA.IT/PARCO.PHP?CODEX=PARK-GAX  

 
 
Organization of the Val di Cornia Public Company 
 
  

Administration and general 
secretariat 

Marco Gasperini 

Division PAM 
Silvia Guideri 

Park of  San Silvestro 

Castle of  Piombino Rocca di Campiglia M. 

Division PN 
Luca Sbrilli 

Park of Sterpaia 

Management enviromental 
system

General manager 
Marco Gasperini 

Shareholders’meeting 

Board of 
directors/directora

Villa Lanzi 

Museum of Cittadella Park of Baratti Populonia Park  of Rimigliano Park of  Montioni 

Parking ofi Baratti 

President 
Luca Sbrilli Personnel management and 

development  
Marco Gasperini 

 
Marketing 

Carla Casalini 

 
Technical services 
Massimo Bellucci 

Parking ofi Baratti 
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Chronology of the Val di Cornia Public Company 
 

 ‘70s-‘80s: planning of the territory coordinated with the Municipalities of the Val di Cornia, with the 
 identification of the area to be destined for territorial public parks 
 ’80s-’90s: scientific research aimed at the familiarization of some of the areas of park 
 (archaeological parks) aimed at the production of a masterplan for the archaeological Parks, 
 defining the aspects of development, availability and facilities 
 ‘80s-’90s: acquisition of the areas through expropriation or good-natured agreements 
 (Archaeological Mining Park of San Silvestro, Archaeological Park of Baratti and Populonia, Coastal 
 Park of the Sterpaia) 
 1993 Establishment of the Val di Cornia Parks S.p.A., regulatory body of the System of the Parks of 
 the Val di Cornia (investments and management) 
 1994-1995: start of production work for the Archaeological Mining Park of San Silvestro 
 1996: opening of the Archaeological Mining Park of San Silvestro 
 1996: opening of the first facilities (car parks, equipped areas) in the Coastal Park of the Sterpaia 
 1997-1998: production work for the Archaeological Park of Baratti and Populonia 
 1998: opening of the Archaeological Park of Baratti and Populonia 
 1999: approval of the detailed Plan for the Coastal Park of the Sterpaia 
 1999-2001: construction of the Archaeological Museum of the Territory of Populonia at Piombino 
 2001: opening of the Archaeological Museum of the territory of Populonia 
 2000-2002: production of the structures of low environmental impact (equipped areas, restaurant 
 points, medical points, canteens, car and caravan parks) 
 2000-2002: production work of a reception structure equipped for managing the disabled, a restaurant 

point in the beach area and some structures for beach access for the disabled in the Coastal Park of 
Rimigliano 

 2000-2001: production work on a hotel and holiday home in the Natural Park of Montioni 
 2000-2003: production work on a Documentation Centre in Villa Lanzi and a 90-berth Hotel in Palazzo 

Gowett in the Archaeological Mining Park of San Silvestro 
 2001-2003: archaeological research activities on the Promontori of Populonia 
 2002: opening of the facilities in the Coastal Park of the Sterpaia 
 2002: opening of the facilities in the Natural Park Montioni 
 2003: opening of the facilities in the Coastal Park of Rimigliano 
 2004: opening of all public facilities (Documentation Centre, Hostels, restaurant points) 
 completed in the parks 
 2004: opening of 5 complexes of bathing facilities in the Coastal Park of the Sterpaia (on areas 
 in concession and private) 
 2004: completion of the 2002-2004 three-year excavation campaign in the areas of the promontory 
 of Populonia, financed with funds of the Regional Council and the BCA Ministry, conducted on the 
 basis of a single research project coordinated the Archaeological Office and the Universities 
 of Siena, Pisa, Florence, Venice, Municipality of Piombino and Val di Cornia Parks S.p.a as regulatory 
 body of the project, with concomitant editorial office, approval and funding, with funds of the 
 Docup Regione Toscana, of the project for the development of the Archaeological Park of 
 Populonia, following the excavation project of the three-year period 2002-2004. 
 2004: start of the co-marketing and commercialization of the parks/wine and gastronomy/tourist 
 services integrated packages with the firms of the territory 
 2004: participation in national projects of the transfer of good practices, in seminars and 
 laboratories, for innovation in the management of the cultural/environmental assets. 
 2005: start of the activities of the Documentation and Training Centre of Villa Lanzi 
 2005: start of development work of the Archaeological Mines Park of San Silvestro 
 2005: excavation activities on the Acropolis of Populonia: development of the Archaeological Park of 
 Baratti and Populonia 
 2006: opening of the “Lanzi – Temperino Direct” Tunnel” and the Museum of Mining Machine and 
 Social History of the Miners in the Archaeological Mines Park of San Silvestro. 
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2.3. Regio Nord, a governance experience of public services        

(Emilia Romagna, Italy) 
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EMILIA ROMAGNA: A  GOVERNANCE   EXPERIENCE   OF PUBLIC 
SERVICES 
 
Case study REGGIO NORD 
(Reggio Emilia is a Province of the Emilia Romagna Region) 
 
Fig. 1 Reggio Province 
 

 

Fig. 2 Emilia Romagna 
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3 CASE STUDY: EMILIA ROMAGNA: A GOVERNANCE EXPERIENCE OF PUBLIC SERVICES 

SUMMARY 

 Substantial issues Methodological issues 

Main Features The leader municipality is in charge for ALL 
the administrative management (personnel, 
building, computer etc.). The CSI (the office 
created by the project) is in charge for: 
regular and extraordinary maintenance; 
system assistance server; telephone 
assistance; organization courses for 
personnel; technical and management 
counselling for the managers. 

decentralized organization model; a new 
governance rationale based on sharing 
management and experiences; top-down 
model;  

Secondary 
Features 

see figure 3 below save money; better quality of services; choose 
the organization model first and THEN the 
functions; advanced municipalities has to 
tutor the others (i.e. institutional generosity); 
varying geometry of functions (eg. some 
municipalities may be in charge for 
something and others for other things and 
this functions may vary along time) 

GEOGRAPHICAL 
LOCATION 

EMILIA ROMAGNA NORTHERN ITALY 

WEB/ CONTACT 
DETAILS 

http://www.pianurareggiana.it/servizi/notizie/notizie_homepage.aspx 
 

TARGET AREA  6 small municipalities in Emilia (Campagnola Emilia 5594 pop, Correggio 25395 pop, Fabbrico 
6750 pop, Rio Saliceto .048 pop; Rolo 4090 pop; San Martino in Rio;8010 pop) 

PROMOTER The association of North Reggio  

MANAGEMENT  The association of North Reggio 

COSTS 
Services quality improved a lot and costs increased as well, so it is hard to evaluate 
economically the project. Scale benefits 

FUNDING 
RESOURCES Region, Municipalities 

DESCRIPTION 

Topic Informative System (IS) Shared Management (SM). The project created a central office (CSI)  

Aim To implement a new governance/attitude towards a shared management (SM) to improve 
local services and save money  

Data No numerical data 

Duration 2 years (2005-2007) 

Target group Association of North Reggio municipalities 

Actors 
involved 

6 Municipalities 
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ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE GOOD PRACTICE 

They already had a long experience of SM, starting in the 1980s with the management of Central Office for 
Urban Planning. The Association of North Reggio municipality was approved by the Emilia-Romagna Region in 
2000. Nowadays they have several SMs: Personnel and Staff; Police; Informative System, Economic Activities, 
Social services. This SM policy has been developed and enlarged recently (see web site) 
STEPS: 1. Proposal carried out by the Head of the Municipalities Association; 2. Budget Project based on  the 
previous experiences of IS; 3. Starting of the experimental phase in 2002;4. Stipulation of the Agreement and 
establishment of the CSI 

RESULTS OBTAINED  

All the municipalities signed the agreement. The success of this association is devoted to the beginning of a 
shared experience attitude which goes beyond the informative area. The CSI is a “take-off” for sharing 
organization aspects (for instance, the informative registration of all the letters, documents, etc.) and for 
other differing projects (see web site). In this way municipalities are Local authorities realized that 
municipalities that are apparently similar have the possibility to claim for their own expectations and 
requests. The Association of North Reggio is now the favourite interlocutor of the Province of Reggio Emilia 

SINGULARITY DETECTED  

There is an useful in-depth on the decentralized organizational model. The municipalities have delegated to 
the IS of the Association all the problems related to Telematic program. This is a good point on one hand, but 
it is not on the other hand because they don’t feel enough responsible of those services managed by the 
Association. In this case study citizens intervene just during the project because they ask for refinements of 
the services but it is not a bottom-up experience. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

FURTHER INFO ON THE ORGANIZATIONAL SM :  HTTP://WWW.REGIONE.EMILIA-
ROMAGNA.IT/WCM/GESTIONI_ASSOCIATE/SEZIONI/CartaAutonomie_Federalismo/analisi_organizzativa/ra
pporto_finale_mod_org_2007.pdf; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.  CSI  Organization of North Reggio Association 
(LEGENDA: SMILE= IN CHARGE FOR;  TRIANGLE= IS/SERVER OF THE MUNICIPALITY) 
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON Shared management of a Service/Activity 

 

Generally speaking, the implementation of a Shared Management (SM) of a Service/Activity has 

several features: 

Main Motivations:  saving money, better quality services, more power towards superior authorities 

(province, region...) 

Secondary Motivations (which may be present or not): is there a political motivation/convenience in 

implementing this new SM? Is it possible to support technologically/with human resources small 

municipalities, which are not able to afford these costs? Is this process a privileged way to get 

money from the Region? Do stakeholders support this SM? 

Characteristics: 

1. The SM of the CED Central Office (a unique office in charge for data collection, data 

analysis, data production, certification, etc.) system may be a starting point to enlarge a 

new governance system; 

2. A preliminary issue of a SM is the existence of a real political leadership and of a technical 

leadership. That means that it is important to verify if the community feels/recognizes the 

institution that is in charge for the new governance.  

3. New governance, in which the political decision process is upgraded with different 

institutional levels. The main goal is the homogeneous achievement/improvement of all the 

territory sharing aims, experiences, innovations, in order to create a SM which is NOT just 

technological,  

4. Scale benefits are usually more important for the small municipalities; small municipalities 

usually think that a CED Central Office will not allow money savings (because they are 

small, they don’t do so much, …) 

5. Centralized/decentralized model  

Centralized Decentralized 

Big municipality Several pair size municipalities 

Everything is managed by the CED Central 

Office. Scale benefits with supplies and with 

administrative work (for instance  stipulation 

of contracts, agreements, etc.), possibility of 

Request on demand (very popular). Small 

municipalities ask to the biggest one. 
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hiring specialized staff 

It is easier when there exists a previous 

association (Mountain Community) 

 

Weakness: SM is not felt as something which belongs to everybody. The political leadership 

is fundamental, activity coordination and the participation of all the municipalities to the 

SM is hard, most of the times the municipalities feel that it is not necessary to take part to 

the SM because there is already a consortium in charge for that. 

Weaknesses: A centralized SM is “better” from a technical–computer based point of view, 

while a decentralized SM is better from an administrative -functional, i.e. organizational 

point of view. In practice the computer approach is physically centralized, while the 

organizational point of view is physically decentralized.  Actually that weakness is felt in all 

the cases studies beyond the organization model  

Both cases provoke a change in the organization of the municipalities: each municipality has 

its own server and personnel, but none of them has an Information System 

Cons: It is hard to be changed; The type of model organization influences the relationship 

between the CED Central Office and the small Municipalities and not vice versa 

It is easier to choose the type of model when there is not a natural leader  

  

6. Agreement: how to write an agreement for a SM? Usually agreements are rather general in 

order to be flexible. Actually it is important to evaluate the agreement afterwards with a 

sheet with several items - representing what is carried out in the agreement – filled with 

present/not present; 

7. Personnel in charge for the SM belonging to the single municipalities. This is a good point 

“to fight” because functions and tasks are not usually defined in the agreement. 

8. Budget subdivision: it varies according to the agreement and to the model 

(centralized/decentralized). It is very important to make a detailed budget subdivision, for 

instance the SM of the CED has to take into account the budget for the: a). implementation 

/ management of the new CED; b) a flat rate for each municipalities to join the SM and a 

variable rate proportional to the extension/population of the municipality. 
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2.4. Increasing public participation and governance through access 
to information  (Malta) 
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Increasing Public participation through Access to Information and Free 
Data Dissemination (Malta) 

 
4 CASE STUDY : INCREASING PUBLIC PARTICIPATION THROUGH ACCESS TO INFORMATION 

SUMMARY 

 Substantial issues Methodological issues 

Main Features The development of a publicly-accessible 
system which developed information 
systems where users can access data from 
their Localities’ offices as well as from their 
homes has been deemed a major milestone 
in Malta particularly due to the fact that 
territorial and environmental data is 
deemed too complex and difficult to read 
and understand. The Malta Case Study 
created a system which over the past 
months allowed users to identify their 
locality through a spatial information system 
where users were able to review the 
thematic information available for their 
needs. This case study shows that users can 
form part of the decision-making process 
through access to information previously 
reserved to very few persons in governance. 
 
The project ensured that governance was 
taken to the next level by equipping the 
general public with high-end tools and 
information but which were easy to use due 
to basic knowledge of maps. 
 
This was done through the development of a 
spatial information system using a 
searchable interface into which all available 
information was uploaded, which 
information included the following: 

 Planning applications 

� The system ensures that the diverse 
legislations related to the spatial 
development and the environment are 
readily accessible. 
� Information on landuse, landcover, 
protected areas, planning and environmental 
themes was made accessible in real or near 
real-time. In addition social, economic and 
other statistical themes have been 
integrated into the system. 
� The system delivers aerial imagery on 
the locality through map server technology 
as well as information of the type of 
protection or development process and area. 
� This Shared Planning and Environmental 
Information System has been implemented 
through the system which enables users to 
share their own information and send 
comments or undergo public participation 
through feedback to the authorities. 
� Users can visualise development prior to 
its actual approval through the review of 
projects in their area and increase their say 
in the public participation process. 
� Local councils are better equipped to 
discuss with the centralised agencies on their 
requirements as well as be able to inform 
and debate with their constituents. 
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 Enforcements 
 Development Notifications 
 Scheduled property 
 Base planning 
 Terrestrial and Marine 

environmental data 
 Elevation maps, landcover and 

landuse maps 
 Protected Areas 
 Base maps 
 Orthophoto maps 

Secondary 
Features 

� Uses a system that is centralised and 
where the councils do not need to fund the 
costs of running the systems whilst they still 
have access to all the parameters and 
information cycles. 
� This system ensures that not only are 
the parties able to access ready-made data 
but also to input their own information and 
integrate it in the system.  

� System embodies concluded initiatives 
such as those employed through the Aarhus 
process. 
� Technologies employed GIS technologies 
and made use of various dissemination 
protocols as outlined by INSPIRE and other 
initiatives with further inputs from the 
Plan4All project. 
� Users do not need to know what 
technologies and protocols are used as the 
system ensures light interfaces through the 
employment of HTML, SWF, vrml and others. 

GEOGRAPHICAL 
LOCATION 

MALTA, WITH REVIEW OF THE MEDSTRATEGY STUDY AREA 

WEB/ CONTACT 
DETAILS 

http://temi.ftz.org.mt/ 

Target area  Maltese Territory 

Promoter  GENERAL SECRETARY RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY, ΕUROPEAN UNION 

Management  MEPA and FTZ 

Costs €465,000 

Funding  
Resources 

Transition Facility Programme for Malta (2006) (Concluded in July 2009) 

DESCRIPTION  

Topic Design and Implementation of Spatial Information System and Environmental Data 
Dissemination Tools 

Aim The creation of online tools which widened access to information and increased public 
participation. An INSPIRE-based system was created as well as a spatial tool which 
disseminates planning and environmental data for free to the public. All data is online and 
accessible without the need to visit the offices for information requests or extraction. 

Data All spatial and environmental data was made available through development planning and 
the environmental domains 

Duration Concluded tool development and data has been uploaded to the following site:  – Project 
ensuring dissemination and information exchange had a 12-month remit and was concluded 
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in 2009. The tools are updated daily and public access has aided public participation to new 
levels. 

Target group All public and private bodies 

Actors 
involved 

Malta Environment & Planning Authority, University of Malta, Malta Resources Authority, 
National Statistics Office, Department of Environmental Health 

 

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE GOOD PRACTICE  

Design and Implementation of the tools which enhanced governance through readily-accessible information. 
The tools included the development of Development and Environmental Information System and the 
development of a web-based GIS interface. 

RESULTS OBTAINED  

� The design of a full-data cycle system that captured all outputs of the monitoring process, with data 
structures embedded around a core GIS (geographical information system). An integrated reporting 
system was required to fit in line with the EEA Reportnet initiative and its CDR (Common Data 
Repository) structure, the setting up of a structure that was compliant with the EU Shared Environment 
Information System (SEIS) and with the recommendations of the EEA, JRC, EOROSTAT, and the European 
Commission. In addition, information management systems were developed in the light of the 
requirements of the INSPIRE Directive (Directive 2007/2/EC), the Aarhus Convention and related EU 
Directives. This was later enhanced in 2011 through the analysis of further enhancement through the 
Plan4All project. Refer to Figures 1a-e and Figures 2a-b. 

 
� Governance benefited through the improved availability and reliability of information, which enabled the 

development of more informed and better targeted policy measures in all spheres of public policy, 
including fiscal, economic, social and environmental domains. Governance levels also acquired the 
necessary capacity within its institutions to sustain long term effective and cost efficient development 
and environmental monitoring programmes.  

 
� The Population of the Maltese Islands benefited in the long term by becoming more aware of the spatial 

and environmental trends affecting their health and quality of life, and the relation between these 
trends and human activities. The creation of a web-based environmental information systems (MEPA and 
Plan4All) allowed the public to access quality environmental data for a variety of purposes. Furthermore, 
the public benefitted from better Government regulation that resulted from the improved provision of 
environmental information to Government decision makers, and ultimately, from a healthier 
environment to live in. The public could also give feedback on development that would affect their 
social and physical environments before the actual development took place and enhanced public 
participation.  

 
� The Maltese Business Community benefited in the long term by becoming more aware of the risks and 

opportunities stemming from environmental trends and their local impacts, and by receiving better and 
more targeted regulation and guidance from the Government, both Central, Regional and Local. Those 
economic sectors more vulnerable to certain environmental risks (e.g. tourism industry) benefited from 
an opportunity to enhance their competitiveness by introducing targeted measures to reduce their 
environmental footprint and by adapting to negative impacts. In addition, the business community 
benefited from potential social economic opportunities that were created by the project in the 
environmental sector, stimulating long term demand for environmental expertise, technology (e.g. 
supply of monitoring equipment) and services (e.g. laboratory analysis).  
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� The Scientific Community benefited from the enhanced knowledge based on the state of the land 
structures and on environmental trends. 

 

� Specific Results Case Examples: Case I – The Individual Citizen approach to development. 
 

The citizen is able to access information on any development that is being planned in the area that 
concerns his/her locality, what makes possible for the citizen to contact the local council for more 
information or the planning agency itself. The citizen can request information for example on 
environmental themes making use of the Aarhus protocols and Freedom of Information Act. As the 
documentation is already submitted online the citizen only needs to request new information for which a 
symbolic charge is rendered. Based on the information received, the person can then give feedback on 
any potential development either through participating directly in a public meeting or through the 
neighbourhood or council’s representative. If data is not understood by the individual, they can contact 
an expert to give them feedback or represent them in the public participation meetings. The feedback is 
considered and in cases where it is justified the process is either halted or requests for amendment by 
the developer are made. 

 
� Specific Results Case Examples: Case 2 – The Community/NGO approach. 
 

The processes and tools made available to organisations such as NGOs and citizen groups have proven to 
be a major asset in accessing information for use in the provision of input to environmental impact 
assessments, traffic impact statements and feedback for strategic and local plans. As an example 
community groups and NGOs have been able to download information, view maps and create their own 
input together with experts’ advice in order to ensure that social cohesion is maintained in their locality. 
As an example a major development in a protected area was negated through the work of NGOs who 
have built up their arsenal of information from the planning and environmental agency itself and through 
the use of experts’ inputs to ensure sound legal and scientific background to their contentions. The 
technology has also proven useful s spatial information is available in one’s home or office without need 
to print large volumes of maps and in turn ensuring more environmentally friendly approaches. 

 

SINGULARITY DETECTED  

� Information is readily accessible 
� Expertise has been disseminated and is now in the domain of many through access to information and 
direct access to scientists 
� Governance has more tools to employ in their decision making 
� High-end technology sits behind simple and easy-to-use interfaces 
 
Indicators pertaining to this case study: 
 
� Number of persons accessing the online information systems 
� Number of persons visiting the local councils for information on development in their area 
� Citizen queries on environmental information 
� Reports on infringements 
� Participation in public forum/meetings 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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2.5. Energy savings from intelligent metering and behavioural 
change of the citizens  (Amaroussion, Greece) 
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Energy Savings from Intelligent Metering and Behavioral Change of the 
Citizens of Amaroussion (municipality in Attica Periphery) 
 

5 CASE STUDY: INTELLIGENT METERING AND BEHAVIORAL CHANGE OF THE CITIZENS OF AMAROUSSION 

SUMMARY 

 Substantial issues Methodological issues 

Main Features Most citizens of Amaroussion are not 
adequately informed on environmental and 
energy saving issues, which is evident either 
in their energy consumption habits or their 
beliefs and attitudes.  
Energy consumption habits: 
� 1 out of 2, never cleans the refrigerator 
grid. 
� 1 in 4 does not check the energy label of 
the fridge / refrigerator and 3 in 10 of the 
dishwashers 
� 6 in 10 do not fully load the washing 
machine 
� 6 in 10 do not always place the lid while 
cooking 
� Energy classes A++ and A+ are found 
only at 1 in 10 refrigerators, while quite a 
few are not aware of the exact energy class 
of the appliances. 
� 3 - 4 in 10 do not use the energy saving 
function on their monitor / PC 
� The majority is not aware of the “energy 
star” label meaning in PCs and monitors  
Half are not aware that the screen savers 
actually saves energy. 
� 1 in 4 does not know that some 
appliances use up electricity even if they 
are turned off but not unplugged. 
� 6 in 10 do not unplug the chargers 
(mobile, laptop) when not in use. 
� 1 in 4 leave open doors when air 
conditioning is on  
1 in 2 leaves lights turned on in empty 
rooms. 

A monitoring campaign took place in a 
sample of 30 households: 
� Only 5% rank “electrical consumption” as 
the 1st most important selection criterion 
when purchasing an electric appliance. 
� Almost 7 in 10 believe that the Economy 
is the major issue tantalizing Greece (as 
opposed to 24% that  believe it is the 
Environment) 
� They report ignorance concerning most 
RES 
� Attitudes towards the use of various 
energy types are a function of either (a) the 
degree of information for each (i.e., the 
more they feel informed, the more positive 
they are towards their application in Greece) 
such as PV plants, (b) how familiar they are 
with them on a day-to-day basis such as solar 
for heating water and burning oil & gasoline, 
and (c) whether the type of energy is 
considered to be “mild”, such as wind and 
tidal energy.  
� Only 16% believe the households are the 
main energy consumers; this may hinder 
their efforts for change in energy 
consumption due to the low weight of the 
percentage. Further education is needed 
(actual percentage is 25%) to lead to more 
internalized locus of control and thus make a 
more responsible energy consumption. 

Secondary 
Features 

The majority of citizens who participated in 
the program improved their energy 
consumption habits and behaviour, for 
instance, they are willing to: 
� Clean the grid at the back of the 
refrigerator more often and to defrost more 
regularly 
� Move their refrigerator or freezer if it is 
located across a cooking appliance 
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� Check the energy label of any new 
appliance they will purchase 
� Lower the temperature at the washing 
machine and the dish washer, and to use the 
ECO button 
� Load more fully the dishwasher 
� Use the pressure cooker more often 
� Turn off more electric appliances with 
the on/off button , rather than with the 
remote control or putting them in stand by 
mode 
� Unplug chargers that are not in use 
� Use multiple sockets with a switch to 
turn off all appliances attached 
� Not leave the lights on in empty rooms 
� Replace common light bulbs with low 
consumption light bulbs. 

GEOGRAPHICAL 
LOCATION 

MUNICIPALITY OF AMAROUSSION (SUBURBAN CITY NORTH-EAST OF ATHENS IN THE PERIPHERY 
OF ATTICA) 

WEB/ CONTACT 
DETAILS 

http://www.maroussi.gr/frontoffice/portal.asp?cpage=NODE&cnode=327&clang=1 
http://www.cres.gr/pepesec/index_uk.html 

TARGET AREA  Municipality of Amaroussion (electricity consumption monitoring campaign in 30 Households) 

PROMOTER  PEPESEC Project 

MANAGEMENT  Municipality of Amaroussion 

COSTS 20.000 € (excluding VAT) 

FUNDING 
RESOURCES 

“Intelligent Energy for Europe” of the Directorate-General “Energy and Transport” of the 
European Commission (Contr. No. IEE-07-179 SI2.466281) 

DESCRIPTION  

Topic Development of Energy Profiles of Citizens through Measurement Campaigns and 
Questionnaires, Awareness raising through smart metering in Amaroussion 

Aim The main objective of the research was to conduct a residential energy consumption survey 
(RECS) in the Municipality of Amaroussion. A second aim was to investigate the opinions of 
the citizens in the Municipality of Amaroussion regarding the applicability of various energy 
saving and renewable energy techniques at home, problems and aspirations identified by 
public opinion and suggestions towards their resolution (relevant questionnaires were 
distributed to citizens). Moreover, a third aim was to design and develop a relevant website 
application, where all results would be presented, as well as recommendations, useful links, 
etc. related to energy saving solutions.    
After conduction the RECS, a new target was set, i.e. the evaluation of the impact of the 
intervention (measurement campaign, website, 1st questionnaires) on Amaroussion citizens’ 
residential energy consumption patterns.  
� To what extent has there been a change (improvement) in the determinants of change? 
Among which target groups?  
� To what extent have these changes been established at behavioural level? 
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Data Raw Data from the Monitoring Campaign, Processed Data to develop Energy Profiles of the 
Citizens 

Duration 4-month contract: 1/8/2009 – 30/11/2009 

Target group Sample of 30 Households 

Actors 
involved 

Municipality of Amaroussion, Centre for Renewable Energy Sources and Saving (CRES) 

 

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE GOOD PRACTICE  

The PEPESEC project (Partnership Energy Planning as a tool for realizing European Sustainable Energy 
Communities) is the coordinated effort of twelve (12) partners from six (6) EU Member States (UK, Italy, 
Poland, Spain, Greece, Sweden) to support the development of sustainable energy communities. The project 
-with a duration of 30 months- is being financed by the program “Intelligent Energy for Europe” of the 
Directorate-General “Energy and Transport” of the European Commission (Contr. No. IEE-07-179 SI2.466281). 

RESULTS OBTAINED 

Local authorities made necessary actions to demonstrate the aims of the project to local people. The 
residents of Municipality of Amaroussion showed special interest for the project and were available both for 
the measurement campaign and for to answer in the Questionnaires. Municipality of Amaroussion in 
cooperation with CRES chose the appropriate sample of the residents for the measurement campaign.  
In addition residents chosen for the campaign were fully informed about energy efficiency methods in the 
residential sector. 
So data from the campaign and the questionnaires were available and processed accordingly for the: 

 Development of Action Plan. The region acquired complete “Energy Action Plans”, which is used as a 
model for the development of corresponding actions plans in other municipalities or communities, 
after identifying transferable and adaptable methodologies for multi-stakeholder strategic 
development. 

 Identification of the very important saving potential in the residential sector that can be up to 50% by 
making interventions such as use of energy efficient appliances and solar thermal collectors and also 
with the change of behaviour of consumers. This saving potential can be increased by almost 1.000 
kWh/ year / household, if a solar thermal collector is installed for the production of hot sanitary 
water.  

SINGULARITY DETECTED  

According to measurements: 
� The mean yearly electricity consumption of a household was calculated to be 4.005 kWh / year / 
household and the mean yearly electricity consumption per resident was 1.651 kWh / year / resident. 
� During night times (from 24:00 to 06:00), although there is no human activity, there is a steady load of 
almost 250Watt/hour. This load is most probably related to night lighting (internal and external), to 
equipment such as the refrigerators that operate 24hours a day or to appliances that are programmed to 
operate in the late evening hours due to cheaper cost of electricity (reduced night times invoice). 
Nevertheless, a great share of this consumption is due to standby and off-mode loads from electronic and 
electrical equipment such as TVs, PCs, monitors, routers, etc.  
� The average hourly power consumption per resident is higher for households that use an electrical water 
heater for producing hot sanitary water compared to the one for houses with solar thermal collectors. The 
sample of households is small, thus these values cannot be considered representative values, and the 
increased power consumption in the first category cannot be attributed totally to the use of the electrical 
water heater. Nevertheless, these values are indicative of a trend that wants the households that use an 
electrical water heater to have higher electricity consumption, since the production of hot sanitary water is 
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one of the most energy consuming activities of a household.  
� Finally, the mean yearly energy saving per household is estimated to be 1.001kWh / year / household. 
This saving potential accounts almost to 25% of the yearly electricity consumption of a household and it was 
estimated based on the following assumptions:  
- For appliances it was assumed that old appliances are replaced with new energy efficient ones.  
- For lighting it was assumed that all CFL bulbs were replaced by CFL ones.  
- For standby consumption it was assumed that the users had a change of behaviour and all appliances are 
turned off by the on/off button, so there are no standby consumption losses. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

RELATED PREVIOUS PROJECTS: 
HTTP://WWW.CRES.GR/PEPESEC/APOTELESMATA_UK.HTML - _FTNREF1#_FTNREF1REMODECE – RESIDENTIAL 
MONITORING TO DECREASE ENERGY USE AND CARBON EMISSIONS IN EUROPE, PROJECT OF THE PROGRAM 
INTELLIGENT ENERGY FOR EUROPE (I Ε E 05-124).  
HTTP://WWW.CRES.GR/PEPESEC/APOTELESMATA_UK.HTML - _FTNREF2#_FTNREF2EURECO - END USE 
METERING CAMPAIGN IN 400 HOUSEHOLDS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY, PROJECT OF THE PROGRAM SAVE 
267/98. 
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3. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF CASES 
 

All Case Studies reported observe some criteria that we can conclude as “common” to “good 

practices” consequently:  

 

 Relevant results have been achieved through the cooperation of local authorities and 

the engagement of local communities. 
 

 Presence of a high level of cooperation, involvement of the different political levels in 

the territory and coordinated use of resources. 
 

 Increase of efficicency at a determinate field/s as a consequence of the intervention. 

Demonstrable measurable results shown through quantitative data. 
 

 Participation is a core element in all case studies reported: a diversity of agents in the 

territories are actively engaged in the experiences shown, at certain specific moments 

or even during the whole process. 
 

 A notable effort of approximation on the part of all groups and institutions involved 

can be clarly perceived in case studies selected. 
 

 Social co-responsibility of all the agents involved in the experiences. 

 
 Integrated and sustainable development has been brought forward through the 

implementation of all the cases shown.  
 

 All cases reported show- in different fields of activity- difficulties faced and solutions 

adopted. 
 

 Cases analysed show the remarkable role of “the local” as the space where the 

application of all policies transversal to a given topic meet. 

 
 Importance of the appropriate choice of a suitable organisational model to carry out an 

intervention. 
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 Specific solutions tailored to specific problems at local level but with a potential for 

transferability to other contexts. 
 

 Not only specific experiences reported are potentially transferable to other 

environments but also the methods of cooperation used independently of the topic 

itself. 
 

 Revision of case studies makes possible to identify paths followed to achieve 

mesurable results promoting the transferability of strategies, tools and actions. 
 

 The implementation of actions selected has caused changes in a diversity of target 

groups´ ways of thinking and behaviour as well as changes in institutions` attitudes. 
 

 All case studies included report innovative experiences in the contexts where they are 

implemented. 
 

 Except for the exception previously mentioned governance issues are the core 

elements in the cases reported. 
 

 All cases represent efforts on the part of different groups in order to promote change 

oriented to improvement of the local communities. 

 

However cases studies reported deal with different topics... 

 Rural Multiservices in Aragón: Fiscal and legal contexts in force were not flexible 

enough for the survival of shops in severe low density rural contexts to be ensured; 

Rural Multiservices are the result of a positice attitude on the part of many territorial 

groups involved and the assumption of a new collaborative system to make possible 

the existence of shops in rural territory of Aragón. 

 Val di Cornia, a new experience of cultural and touristic services: building of a public 

company model for managing of economic and cultural activities in an area that 

comprises 5 municipalities through a centralised organizational model based on 

subdivision of tasks and the joint involvement of municipalities, private companies 

and associations. 
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 Regio Nord, a governance experience of public services: development of an 

information system shared management through a decentralised organizational model. 

 Malta, increasing public participation and governance through access to information 

(Malta): design and implementation of tools which enhanced governance through a 

readily accessible information system. 

 Amaroussion, Greece: energy savings from intelligent metering and behavioral change 

of the citizens of Amaroussion. 

                                                                   ...they observe the elements previously identified. 

 

 

In order to plan key interventions (C5)  in the territories involved in Medstrategy project we 

find highly interesting the  institutions as well as social and entrepreneurial organisations in 

the territories might know through this report and their ulterior use in the forum this 

kaleidoscope of governance experiences that have worked appropriately. 
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4. INDICATORS OF SUCCESS 
 

The indicators will be classified in Absolute and Relative indicators. The first ones are related 

to the dimension of the phenomenon/activity, so their content regard the dimension in terms 

of quantity; the latter ones are dimensionless, so their usefulness is comparative. 

 

Another classification of the indicators can be given by their longitudinal usage, in order to 

measure the change along time. The comparison between two time t1 and t2 is usually 

conducted by ratios or by relative ratios. 

 

Absolute Indicators 

Formula Note
A1= # of new jobs created by the program It can be computed per units of time, or 

compared to other programs, distinguishing 
by type of job (permanent, part time, 
seasonal, etc) 

A2= # of new firms/businesses created by the 
program 

It can be computed per units of time, or 
compared to other programs, distinguishing 
by type of firm (individual, cooperative, 
young/not young, male/female, etc) 

A3 = #personnel shared  In terms of units, services, computed by part 
time/full time.  

A4 = #budget devoted to personnel shared  In terms of units, services, computed by part 
time/full time. 

 

Relative Indicators 

Formula  Note
 

A1=   

It can be computed per units of time, or 
compared to other programs, by type of job 
(permanent, part time, seasonal, etc) 

 

A2=  
It can be computed per units of time, or 
compared to other programs, distinguishing 
by type of firm (individual, cooperative, 
young/not young, male/female, etc) 

A3=   It can be split by single services 

A4=   It can be split by single services 
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Other indicators concerning Customer Satisfaction may be developed by ad hoc surveys 

conducted at the end of the project.  The structure (target population, topic to be investigated, 

one survey or more than one survey, etc.) and the variables (what we want to measure, 

expectations vs. satisfaction, etc.) to be measured have to be settled jointly with the partners. 

Customer Satisfaction Survey: it should be conducted at the end of project in order to know 

which elements have been reached by the project, starting from the issues previously raised in 

the participation process.  

 

 

 


